Learning
with
Technology
There is no reason to assume kids
have to use the same tools used back
in the 1950s. In fact, to do so is to
prepare them for a world that has
already passed. ~ Chris Lehman,
Principal, Science Leadership Academy
(Philadelphia)
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January 23, 2012

Overview
# Participants

Comments

Parents

78

SHS (55); SMS (37); HST (4); WSE (7)

Students

301

HS (76); MS (225)

Teachers

46

HS (28); MS (18)

Some participants have children in multiple schools.

Perceptual survey
the week after the conclusion of MP 1 - November 2011.
• Part I results, focused on 1st MP grades, communication of expectations,
frequency of use and laptop computer care, presented to the board and
community in December 2011.
• Part II results, focused on teaching and learning with technology.
•

• Administered

Students, parents and teachers were asked a similar question about learning experiences in school.
Parents: Describe a memorable learning experience your child has shared with you this year.
Students: Describe your most memorable learning experience so far this year.
Teachers: Describe your most memorable teaching experience so far this year.

Balance

FINDING: Memorable experiences included a balance of learning activities utilizing technology and traditional learning activities.
Memorable traditional learning activities included:
field trips
class and group discussions
art, music and photography
peer mediation training
science experiments
advisory period - getting to know students
learning about technology from students
student pride in sharing what they learn, with and without the laptop computers
Memorable technology learning activities included the use of various technology tools:
iMovie
iPhoto
Moodle
Falcon Apps (Google Apps)
Streaming video
iWork - Pages and Keynote
Online textbooks
Games for learning
SMART Notebook
Skype

Progress Toward Goals

For the purpose of this presentation and the constraints of time, one example of student learning from each school will be shared. These
examples demonstrate growth toward the stated goals of TL2014:
•
•
•
•
•

Increased learning opportunities for the development of critical 21st century skills: critical thinking and problem solving, effective oral and written
communication, collaboration, creativity and curiosity, adaptability, organization, initiative and entrepreneurialism.
Increased opportunities for student engagement in a dynamic, technology-rich learning environment.
Increased opportunities for project-based and challenge-based learning, mirroring real-world work force and higher education environments.
Increased opportunities for differentiation and individualized instruction through the use of technology.
Increased opportunities for reading and writing in new formats and modes common in the 21st century.

WSE - 3rd Grade Literacy and Geography - http://tl2014.org/2012/01/22/western-salisbury-elementary-school-3rd-grade-literacy-and-geography/
HST - 5th Grade Informational Writing - http://tl2014.org/2012/01/11/informational-writing-in-elementary-school/
SMS - 6th Grade Literature Circles - http://tl2014.org/2012/01/22/middle-school-6th-grade-literature-circles/
SHS - High School Communication - http://tl2014.org/2012/01/23/high-school-communications/
Many more examples of teaching and learning with technology are shared on the TL2014.org site. Follow the development of the TL2014
initiative more closely by signing up for an email subscription. You will receive an email every time a new story is posted to the site.

Choice

FINDING: Due to ubiquitous access to technology, students have INCREASED CHOICE in how they process and demonstrate learning.
Ways that students have increased choice in their learning: Freedom to choose...
Different formats for communication, particularly when needing help (email, Skype).
From various media formats when assessing learning (iMovie, Keynote, etc.)
How to take notes traditionally or using the laptop computer.
Access textbooks traditionally or online.
Quickly and easily access information to answer a question.
How to collaborate with other students.
Whether and how to continue classroom discussions online.
** The focus of choice is dominated by end-product and other applications at the substitution level.

Challenge

FINDING: Technology-enhanced learning environments largely focus on substituting digital tasks for similar tasks previously completed
without technology. This has improved efficiency and choice in learning. Fewer learning environments exist that redesign traditional tasks
using technology, although we are growing in this area.
The data included high frequency of examples of technology use for taking notes. “I feel that the teachers are using the laptops to change the
use of paper/pencil to screen/keyboard.”
How are we addressing the challenge of developing more learning environments that effectively redesign learning tasks rather than simply
enhance traditional tasks?
...through dialog around the SAMR model of technology use (District goal).
...through Apple Professional Development and a focus on using technology to including learning process AND learning product.

Suggestions from Students,
Parents and Teachers

FINDING: Parents, teachers and students shared suggestions for improving the TL2014 initiative.
Areas for improvement:
Use of Skype - split between allow its use and do not allow its use [Currently, we are working with the IU, our internet filtering provider, to adjust the
firewall so Skype is blocked while on the school network. This has been tested and we don't seem to have a permanent solution yet.]
Filtering at home - more stringent; In-school filtering - too stringent from the student perspective [Sometime in February, parents will be provided the
option of having a filtering profile on the student laptop at home that mirrors the school filtering. We have tested this and are waiting for a more stable
client from the software vendor. We anticipate this to occur in the next several week.]
Managing distractions - belief that students do not have the ability to handle distractions [Changes in behavior since 1st MP grades.]
Home laptop use requires too much home monitoring [Continue to offer parent workshops - Mac basics; internet safety; social networking.]
Communication of assignments with parents
Loss of ability to complete homework at athletic events
Technology takes away from the development of inter-personal skills
Expand teaching strategies in the block schedule to move beyond lecture

Our Questions

How will/are we deepening the uses of technology, particularly in the
process of learning?
• How will/are we working to make a technology-rich learning
environment the norm in STSD?
• What are we doing to address areas of concern for teachers, students and
parents?
•

